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Four new VLT conservation easements in Greensboro &
Craftsbury, indicating new and previous owners. Other VLT
easements are highlighted.

Bear family seen this September by game camera on NRLTconserved land of Chris & Louisa Martin on Shadow Lake.

THE MYSTERIOUS
ROUTE 14 DIVIDE

If you drive on Route 14 north from Hardwick, you pass
along the western shore of Lake Eligo (once known to us locals
as Eligo Pond.) If you look toward the eastern shore, you see
a dense forest of white cedar trees, neatly trimmed of foliage
up to seven feet or so above ground level; this is the height to
which the average deer can conveniently browse. On the west,
highway, side, within a few yards of the shore, the cedars are
no more; hemlock and northern hardwoods take over. This
forest transition is the most obvious expression of subtle, but
profound, difference between the terrain on opposite sides of
Route 14 as the road winds through the Northern Rivers area.
The underlying basis for this divide lies in the bedrock. To
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the west are the ancient rocks that form the Green Mountains,
while eastward lie the somewhat younger—if still almost
inconceivably old—rocks of the northeastern uplands. All of
these rocks were formed when only the simplest plants had
colonized the land, but their composition affects the plants
that grow on them hundreds of millions of years later.
In general, the Green Mountain rocks break down into acidic
soils. They contain little or no calcium carbonate, which is the
main constituent of limestone and marble, and which makes
for less acid ‘sweet’ soils. The more easterly substrate has a
good deal of included calcium carbonate, and this seems to
agree with the cedar trees, as well as white spruce. All this
seems to be pretty straightforward, but nothing’s simple in the
natural world, and there are all sorts of odd little complications
and contradictions, as well as a few true mysteries.
For one example, if you plant white cedar or white spruce
trees in the acid soil region, they do perfectly well. You can
even find occasional pockets of cedar stands west of Route 14.
Cedar trees have colonized the cliffs of the road cut on Route
15, just east of Wolcott village. Bear Swamp in Wolcott is a
typical acid peatland, but one small enclave is dominated by a
white spruce forest. Who knows why?
The underlying concept here is that plant ecology—or any
branch of ecology—is far from being an exact science. We can
find broad correlations between physical and chemical factors
in the soil and substrate and the distribution of certain plants,
but the chain of causality is far from clear or, presumably,
simple. It may have to do, for example, with deposits of rock
and gravel transported by glaciers from the Green Mountains
eastward, across the Route 14 corridor, encouraging acidloving plants such as blueberries and Labrador tea to grow
in the midst of lime-loving vegetation. Many years ago, we
used to make pilgrimages to the abandoned pastures around
Cole’s Pond in Walden to pick blueberries. Now, of course,
it’s all forest.
The most interesting aspect of all this is that, even with all
the work that has been done by local naturalists, there are still
all sorts of mysteries out there, waiting to be discovered. I know
of a pine forest in Woodbury that was, a few years ago, the host
to a large population of one-flowered wintergreen, a tiny but
beautiful plant that I consider to be a rarity in Vermont; that’s
the only place I’ve ever found it here. The last time I looked, it
had disappeared entirely. The forest was, as far as I could tell,
otherwise completely unchanged. Something similar could be
said of Calypso orchids, denizens of mature cedar swamps.
The trees are still there, but the orchids seem to have gone.
What has happened to them?
There are wonderful opportunities for citizen science,
and even long-term school projects, in this connection.
There are all sorts of details on the local range of even such
common species as white cedar that remain unknown, and
we could expect to learn a lot about our local landscape if
someone made a careful study. And we might then develop
an understanding of the apparent disappearance of calypso
orchids, for example.
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NRLT Conserves Two Properties
in Lamphear Brook Watershed

As 2015 drew to a close, efforts to conserve the Lamphear
Brook watershed of Albany and Lowell achieved their
first concrete results with Henry Coe (close to 140 acres
in Albany) and Allison Van Akkeren (87 acres in Lowell)
donating conservation easements to the NRLT. See photos
below and map on page 2.

Beaver pond at eastern boundary of Henry Coe property.

Kestrel Owens examines cellar hole on property of his
mother, Allison Van Akkeren.
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Lamphear Brook Conservation
Led by Henry Coe

by Chris Jacobs, Albany selectman & NRLT trustee

Henry and I met in 2013 as I stood outside the Town Office
talking to another Albany Selectman, Carl Chaffee, when
Henry exited and Carl introduced us. Discussion turned to
land Henry owned in Shuteville and a beautiful waterfall on
Lamphear Brook. I suggested we drive up and view both the
waterfall and the land.
During the visit we discussed NRLT and how Henry might
protect his land into the future. We were mindful of what had
happened to an adjacent 250 acres that Middlebury College
had just sold and was subsequently clearcut in spite of a 40acre legal limit on clear-cutting.
We brainstormed, thinking it would be spectacular if we
could convince the 25 or so landholders in the watershed to
conserve their land, thus creating the first entire conserved
watershed in Vermont. We started a group “Friends of
Lamphear Brook” that now has over 150 members. We
hoped, unsuccessfully, that Middlebury could help mitigate
the damage to the land they had held, tax-free, for several
decades as an educational property. We invited Vermont
River Conservancy to “the party,” and they have been
enthusiastic and supportive.
Another landowner in the watershed had accumulated
a collection of over 6,000 tires and many junk vehicles.
Perhaps this eyesore helped protect the Lamphear watershed
from further development. Anyway the state (with our
encouragement) caused the landowner to deal with this,
and Henry spent countless weekends--out of his love for
the Lamphear watershed, no compensation--helping the
landowner’s son clean up and get rid of the tires and vehicles
(thank you, Henry).
As indicated on this page, Henry proceeded to protect his
own land, nearly 140 acres, via an easement with NRLT. I
had told him it was probably a two-year project. He couldn’t
believe it but.... It turned out there were still two leases on
his land (Middlebury College and Albany Schools), a mining
lease, and some unclear boundaries. Just this October he got
his title “all cleaned up”.
Landowner Allison Van Akkeren conserved her land at
nearly the same time and another has pledged an easement.
Thanks to the heroic work of Henry Coe and many others,
the Lamphear Brook Watershed story continues to unfold.

About the NRLT
The NRLT is a partnership of people workingtogether to
ensure that, as Vermont changes, rural land in our region
is not lost to development. We help farm families conserve
productive agricultural land for future generations,
preserving not only our heritage but also our economic
future.
We protect forestland that supports a healthy wood
products industry and sustains habitat critical for black
bear, songbirds, deer, and other wildlife. We help to
permanently protect irreplaceable fields, woods, and
shoreline essential for recreation and scenic enjoyment.
All this is done while recognizing the need for town
planning that allocates portions of the landscape to
residential and commercial uses.
Conserving your land
Using legal tools called “conservation easements” or
“grants of development rights,” the NRLT helps landowners
to voluntarily limit development while keeping the land
open for forestry, farming, and recreation. Conserved
property remains in private ownership with the peace of
mind that it is protected now and forever. The landowner
decides whether to allow public access.
Tax deduction
Although they do not ordinarily reduce property taxes,
easement donations qualify as charitable contributions for
federal and state income and estate taxes. In recent years
Congress has allowed easement donations to be deducted
up to 50 percent of adjusted gross income and spread over
15 years, as opposed to 30 percent and five years for other
charitable contributions. This provision was in force for
tax year 2014, and may be extended in 2015.
Financing the NRLT
We work with landowners who love their land and want
to see it conserved. The NRLT accepts gifts of development rights and works with landowners to raise stewardship funds and cover legal costs. We share projects with
the Vermont Land Trust, which receives funding from the
Vermont Housing and Conservation Board, the Freeman
Foundation, and private donors. But mainly we rely on
funds raised from residents and friends of the towns we
serve. In 2014, 92 households and businesses donated a
total of $10,410.
We talk regularly with potential conservators, and
incur expenses for appraisals, surveys and stewardship.
You can help by sending a check to NRLT, Box 112,
Hardwick, VT 05843.
NRLT is now on Facebook!
Come visit and like us on the
Northern Rivers Land Trust page.

- NRLT Board of Trustees Susan Houston, Craftsbury, chair
Steve Young, Wolcott, vice-chair
Marie LaPré Grabon, Hardwick, secretary
Diana Peduzzi, Woodbury, treasurer
Paul Cillo, Hardwick; John Elwell, Craftsbury;
Clive Gray, Greensboro; Bob Hawk, Walden;
George Hemmens, Hardwick; Chris Jacobs, Albany;
Steve Meyer, Hardwick; John Miller, Stannard

- NRLT Advisory Committee -

Liz Chehayl, Albany; Jad Daley, Hardwick;
Judy Davis, Craftsbury; Mary Jane Dexter, Wolcott;
Jennifer Lucas, Burlington; David McMath, Walden;
Ann Ingerson, Craftsbury; Angela Ross, Albany;
Susan Sawyer, Woodbury; Bill Wereley, Brookfield

Each of the easements includes a “Farmland Affordability
Restriction” which keeps a farm at its agricultural value in
perpetuity. If the landowner wishes to sell and no successor
farmer can be found immediately to purchase the land, the
VLT retains the right to purchase at that value and recruit a
farmer down the road.
The four projects comprise: (see map on page 4)
Jaffin Farm: The 207-acre Jaffin Farm is a well-known
landmark in north Greensboro, with its magnificent restored
monitor barn and fertile flat farmland. The Jaffin family has
owned the farm since the 1960s, maintaining the property
and ensuring its active use by local farmers. However, they
have now sold the property to their neighbors Shaun and
Darren Hill, who grew up in Greensboro and operate the Hill
Farmstead Brewery on adjacent land. Because the Hill family
has a long history of farming, starting in 1791, Shaun and
Darren have chosen to secure the farm for future agricultural
use rather than lose it to development.

Allison Van Akkeren earned her B.S. in Dietetics at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison and her M.S. in Nutrition
from Texas Women’s University-Houston. She moved to
Craftsbury in 1985, lured by the cross country skiing at the
Outdoor Center. She has been on the Sterling College faculty
since 1991, currently teaching Sustainable Food Systems.
She is co-coach for the cross-country ski team at Craftsbury
Academy, where she teaches a course on food and nutrition.
Allison is most at peace when on wilderness trips.

NRLT Conservation Easements
(listed by date of closing)

Landowner

Date

Town

Andrew Meyer
Paul Cillo
M.J. Dexter
Heartbeet Lifesharing
Pat Gahagan
David Ely
Lisa Lammi

1997*
Dec. 2007
Feb. 2010
Dec. 2011
Dec. 2011
Aug. 2012
Oct. 2012

Hardwick
Hardwick
Wolcott
Hardwick
Woodbury
Wolcott
Hardwick/
Woodbury
Glover

Chris & Louisa Martin Dec. 2014
Allison Van Akkeren

2015

Henry Coe

Dec. 2015**

Albany

Acres
Conserved
21
18
94
75
93
22
33
35
87

Albany

136

Total

616

* Easement initially conveyed to Greensboro Land Trust, transferred to
NRLT in 2008.
** Easement scheduled for closing in December.

With NRLT & GLT Support,
VLT Conserves 4 Agricultural
Properties in Our Area

In September the Vermont Land Trust informed our two
local land trusts, NRLT and the Greensboro Land Trust (GLT),
that it had negotiated conservation easements with four local
enterprises to maintain over 450 acres in Greensboro and
Craftsbury permanently in agriculture. The bulk of project
costs is being covered by a $829,000 grant from the Freeman
Foundation, but to provide local support, NRLT has donated
$2,500 for the Craftsbury project while the GLT is raising
$40,000 for the three in Greensboro.

SPOTLIGHT ON LAMPHEAR
BROOK CONSERVATORS

Jaffin farm, North Greensboro.
Jasper Hill: The Kehler brothers plan to support a series
of small dairies in the Greensboro area, each of which will
link to their state-of-the-art cheese cellars. The first of these
farmsteads is being created on a 51-acre expanse of prime
farmland on Country Club Road. This parcel abuts the
GLT’s 20-acre Circus Smirkus conservation easement and,
together with the VLT’s “Greensboro Green,” will create 100
contiguous acres of conserved land near the village center.
The Kehlers plan new visitor-friendly and energy-efficient
dairy infrastructure housing a 120-cow herd.
Hardie-Fontaine Farm: Todd Hardie has been producing
and selling raw honey for over 40 years. Elderberries came into
his life when Greensboro orchardist Lewis Hill encouraged
him to make syrup combining the curative qualities of honey
and the fruit. Hardie recently acquired the 157-acre former
Fontaine dairy farm on Taylor and Garvin Hill Roads, abutting
the Jaffin farm. He has planted five acres in elderberries and
more than 20 acres in rye to support local farmers, production
at Caledonia Spirits Distillery, and others.
Johnson-Young Farm: Sitting on Calderwood Hill
Road above Craftsbury Village, this 75-acre farm is highly
developable and came onto the open market. Needing
additional farmland to support his Pete’s Greens, Pete Johnson
has acquired it and chosen to conserve it in perpetuity.

In 1961, Henry Coe purchased a piece of Albany woodland
with insurance for the loss of his father, a submariner, in WW
II. Moving to West Glover in 1968, he raised a 40-cow milking
herd and served five years on Glover’s Planning Commission.
Now retired, Henry currently resides in Danville. His 3 sons
and 6 grandchildren all live in the area. “Walking in the
Albany woodlot gives me a sense of peace, knowing that its
streams, ravines, falls, and forested hillsides are conserved
with the NRLT.”

